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Here at Events Made Simple we took a standard treasure
hunt, combined it with 9 fantastic team building
challenges and gave it a big injection of fun and healthy
competition to create ‘The Treasure Chest’. Our giant
chest is filled with ‘must have’ prizes such as
wine/chocolates and secured with 9 padlocks. Your group
will be divided into small teams. After that it’s a race to be
the first team to get the 9 keys needed to break open the
locks and claim the treasure inside.

LAST TEAM STANDING

If you’re looking for a bit of healthy competition then this
is the challenge for you! Taking inspiration from TV
game shows, classic party games and other random
sources, the Events Made Simple crew have created a
fast-paced activity that will test your teams to the limit.
Each challenge sees the groups go head-to-head to find
out which one is the strongest. With both teams
competing in the same challenge at the same time, the
pressure is really on to get it right.

AIR RIFLES

This simple and easy form of target shooting is the
perfect addition to any conference or event and has

proved to be a firm favourite. We get our teams started
on some easy close-range targets. After some expert

instruction and a little practice, your team will take part
in a friendly completion to shoot at a distance of around

20-50 paces. We have paper targets to showcase your
skills as well as custom-made “knock down” targets and

static clay pigeons… some of which even explode. 

THE TREASURE CHEST



Ready for the ultimate test of creativity,
competitiveness, and teamwork? Introducing Design &
Drive Derby! For this challenge each team will design
and decorate their own remote-controlled racing car.
The teams then take their cars outside to battle it out
on our specially designed racing track. Points for
design and fastest lap qualifiying scores are combined
to determine where each team will start in the final
race - which team will come out on top? 

CHAIN REACTION

Have you ever seen giant domino run or science
machine and wondered - how do they do that? Well,
now you have the chance to try it for yourself. Chain
Reaction is a unique team building activity that has been
specially designed to test a group’s creativity and
problem-solving skills. You and your colleagues will be
tasked with building a free-flowing chain reaction along
a series of platforms, ramps and towers. This giant
reaction must start on the first platform and run all the
way to the final tower without interruption.

DESIGN AND DRIVE DERBY

ARCHERY

Archery is a great sport for building confidence. Its
timeless appeal makes it the perfect choice for

companies looking to reward their staff or take a break
from a meeting or conference. One of the best things

about Archery is that it works for all ages and abilities.
We have a range of high-quality recurve bows, so

regardless of experience, strength or the hand you
choose to write with, we’ve got equipment to suit you.



Experience an engaging cocktail-making class where
you'll craft both classic and creatively reimagined drinks.
This relaxed session provides the perfect post-work
wind-down, offering a fun and enjoyable way to learn
and create delightful libations. Whether a beginner or a
connoisseur, join us for a relaxed, fun-filled exploration
into the world of mixology.

CHOCOLATE MAKING

Discover the delightful world of chocolate making as
you roll up your sleeves and immerse yourself in this
incredible hands-on experience. Our skilled chocolatiers
will guide you through the process using the finest
ingredients and traditional techniques. During our class,
you and your team will gain insights into the raw
ingredients that make chocolate so special. Learn about
the origins of cocoa beans, explore their unique flavors,
and discover the art of blending them to create a
symphony of taste.

THE CRYPTEX

Prepare to channel your inner cryptologist and get
ready to solve our cryptex enigma in this unique and

exciting treasure hunt! Teams start by following a trail of
clues and completing a series of challenges which will
test their ability to work collaboratively and problem-

solve whilst up against the clock. Next, teams must
decipher the code and spell out the password using the

dials of cryptex to unlock the cylinder and reveal the
location of a hidden cache of prizes! Which team will

make it to the prize location first? 

COCKTAIL MAKING
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